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The Definitive Guide to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services

Create and deliver data-rich reports across the enterprise using this complete server-based reporting solution. Written by a member of the original Reporting Services development team, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services covers the entire report-building and distribution process, including data extraction, integration with desktop and Web applications, and end-user access. The book explains how to maximize all of the powerful features, including the new Tablix data format, as well as enhanced performance, scalability, and visualization capabilities.

	
    Install, configure, and customize SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services

    
	
    Create SELECT queries to extract data

    
	
    Generate reports from the Report Wizard and from scratch

    
	
    Add charts, images, and gauges

    
	
    Build reusable report templates

    
	Use the new Tablix data format to create reports with any structure
	Export reports to Word, Excel, PDF, HTML, XML, and other formats
	Enable end-user access to reports via the Report Server and its Report Manager web interface
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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
This book contains hundreds of step-by-step solutions for both  common and uncommon problems that you might encounter with Active Directory --  including recipes to deal with the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP),  multi-master replication, Domain Name System (DNS), Group Policy, the Active  Directory Schema, and many...
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Fuzzy Cognitive Maps for Applied Sciences and Engineering: From Fundamentals to Extensions and Learning AlgorithmsSpringer, 2013

	Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) constitute cognitive models in the form of fuzzy directed graphs consisting of two basic elements: the nodes, which basically correspond to “concepts” bearing different states of activation depending on the knowledge they represent, and the “edges” denoting the causal effects...
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Hughes Syndrome: Antiphospholipid SyndromeSpringer, 2006

	The studies and discussions presented in the second edition of the Hughes

	Syndrome text had their beginning with a 1983 British Medical Journal

	publication entitled “Thrombosis, abortion, cerebral disease and the lupus

	anticoagulant.” In the mid-20th-century, it was recognized that some

	patients with systemic lupus...
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Debug It!: Find, Repair, and Prevent Bugs in Your CodePragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
I’ve always been mystified why so few books are available on debugging. You can buy any number on every other aspect of software engineering such as design, code construction, requirements capture, methodologies... the list is endless. And yet, for some reason, debugging has been almost (not quite but very nearly) ignored by authors and...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Mac OS X Snow LeopardVisual, 2009

	Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle 150 Mac OS X Snow Leopard tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique,...
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Soundtrack to a Movement: African American Islam, Jazz, and Black InternationalismNew York University, 2021

	
		Explores how jazz helped propel the rise of African American Islam during the era of global Black liberation

		

		Amid the social change and liberation of the civil rights and Black Power movements, the tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp recorded a tribute to Malcolm X’s emancipatory political consciousness....
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